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PRESS RELEASE

Four-legged friend – a Fatboy trend.

Here’s the story
Bring a dog into your home and you bring warmth, light, and playfulness into your life. Candolls 
o� er all this without the extra hair on the carpet. Inspired by animal balloon art, Candolls are 
based on the iconic Fatboy Hot Dog (which later evolved into the Attackle bench) and its poodle 
companion Dolly. They are quirky candleholders to brighten up your home.

Sit… stay! Made of sturdy, heavy aluminum, Can-dog and Can-dolly 

are no pushover: they won’t go walkabout along your mantelpiece. 

These faithful companions are powder-coated in a range of fresh colors 

and make a paw-fect addition to any interior.

Not being dogmatic, but every home is brightened by a few candles. 

Bringing style and character by day and cozy candlelight by night, the 

Candolls are fun and eye-catching candlesticks. As a symbol of loyalty, 

they make great gifts between friends.
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• Weight Can-dog: 1.2 kg. 

• Weight Can-dolly: 1.1 kg. 

• Coating: � ne-textured powdercoating.

•  For standard-sized candles  (up to 22 mm diameter).
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Nice to know!
• For indoor use.

• Available in anthracite, envy green,

   grey blue, sandy beige and white.

• Material: die-cast aluminum.

• Dimensions Can-dog: 10.7 x 28.5 x 8.2 cm.

• Dimensions Can-dolly: 20.5 x 16.0 x 9.5 cm.


